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PROJECT MEMORANDUM

Business Plan Structure

Business Idea
Market 

Analysis

Strategic
Intensions

Operating
Plan

Action Plan

ECONOMIC-
FINANCIAL 

PLAN

Economic-
Financial Plan

Economic and 
Financial Analysis

• Depending on the purpose for which the Business Plan is being written, the weight of each section can vary.

Yesterday/Today Tomorrow

Implemented 
Strategy
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PROJECT MEMORANDUM

Market Analysis

Strategic Intensions

Business Idea Operating Plan

Action Plan

Methods used to process input data are explained. 
For each elaboration is reported:

• Sources of information used 
(accounting, management data, 
estimates)

• Elaboration methods adopted (e.g.
accelerated amortization, French 
allowance, etc.)

• Parameters used (e.g. days of 
deferment, interest rates, tax rates, 
etc.)

The hypothesis used for the construction of the 
Business Plan are explained.

For example:

• Market trend rates

• Inflation rate

• Capital expenditures plan

• Amortization plan

For each assumption the source used is reported.

Base 
assumptions

Methodology

• The project memorandum is a document that should allow the reader to understand the business assumptions and the 

methodology used for the Plan construction.

Implemented Strategy

Project Memorandum: Introduction
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• The Business Plan must first provide a description of the implemented strategy which identifies the position of

the company formed as a result of the past choices and actions.

• It deals with (i) the competitive corporate strategy, (ii) the competitive strategy of each Business Unit, (iii)

the performance achieved (group and BU).

• Finally, it is necessary to provide details of any cyclical and extraordinary phenomena impact and the

investments effects that, although made in previous years, release in current ones.

• In order to get the spark that will fuel the fire that gives 

energy to the enterprise engine there is a need to have 

two electrodes: one positive (distinctive skills) and the 

other one negative (market).

Business Idea

MarketDistinctive skills
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Business Idea (cont.)

Opportunity Validation Business Plan
3 yr

Operating Plan

Early Stage Start – Up Validated Business
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A
• First, it is necessary to provide the reader a presentation («Company Overview»), which need to be 

consistent with the defined strategic lines, highlighting:

✓ The Company/Group history

✓ Target market

✓ The historical economic and financial situation, with evidence of significant events

✓ Corporate and functional organization chart of the group

✓ Implemented strategy

• For a start up company it would be appropriate to indicate which steps have been completed, to be 

completed or started up in order to make the company operative.

Company Overview

Business Idea (cont.)
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Business Idea (cont.)

B
• In a Business Plan it is appropriate to provide a brief description of the range of products/services offered, 

and/or the products/services that the company wants to place on the market.

• The comparison between what you are able to produce and the characteristics of the reference market 

allows you to:

✓ Promote the understanding of the product according to the needs of potential consumers;

✓ Move the management’s attention to possible product/market combinations, promoting the strategic 

dimension of planning.

• It is necessary to describe the characteristics of each product/service and above all the consumers’ needs 

that these products/services are designed to satisfy.

Products/service
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Business Idea (cont.)

C
• In the Business Plan it is appropriate to provide (in addition to the number of people who will be hired):

✓ the skills

✓ the responsibility

✓ the criteria for the selection and allocation of tasks

✓ the existing organizational structure

• The analysis of the company’s organizational chart should aim to:

✓ highlight any organizational inconsistencies

✓ let understand the external structure to third parties

• The company structure can be expressed in an organizational chart: by product/service, by function, by 

process, by geographical area, by Business Unit.

Organization & Human Resources
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• Strategy is an integrated set of decisions aimed at increasing the company’s strengths in a long term perspective, 

taking into account the established goals.

Which sector should 
we operate?

Sector Attractivity

How do we compete?

Competitive 
advantage

How do we get to 

our profit?

Market Analysis

Corporate 
strategy

Business 
strategy
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• The market analysis aims to identify the «Target Market», its trends and main competitors, with the aim of reaching 

significant reference sets, to be monitored over time.

• It is also important to define the demographic characteristics of the target population (B2B or B2C) in order to have a 

first idea of the potential market (sources examples: ISTAT, Censis, CNR, Eurostat; World Bank Open Data). 

• Through the TAM-SAM-SOM tool (*) you can identify how profitable the business can be.

1. Total Addressable Market: total available market

2. Serviceable Addressable Market: potentially available market

3. Share of Market: really obtainable market

TAM

SAM

SOM

(*) Blank Steve, Dorf B (2012) The Startup Owner’s Manual.

Market Analysis (cont.)
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Market Analysis (cont.)

Identification of the alternative strategies

Valuation of business 

area attraction and 

threats and 

opportunities 

identification

External Analysis

Determining 

competitive cost and 

attractiveness 

differentials compared 

to competitors

Internal Analysis

Goals

Strenghts

Opportunity

Weakness

Threats

SWOT ANALYSIS
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External Analysis: basic competitive strategies are necessaries to determine choices on how to compete in a given

industry.

By pursuing this strategy, a company aims to 

become the producer that can produce at 

the lowest cost in its sector.

The company tries to be unique in its 

field in relation to some variables 

considered important by the customers 

(intrinsic quality of the product, the times 

and the modalities of delivery, the image, 

the assistance to the customers).

• Focus on costs: when the company 

aims to become the producer that 

manages to produce at the lowest cost 

in its sector

• Focus on differentiation: when the 

company identifies a particular market 

segment and seeks to meet the needs of 

that segment better than anyone else.

Cost Leadership Differentiation
Focus on costs and 
on differentiation

Market Analysis (cont.)
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Market 
Analysis

Interview

Balance 
Sheet Data

Products

Environment 
and Society

Laws and 
Regulations

Industry

• Product attributes, usage functions, 

needs, volumes, potential sales 

estimates

• Company’s organization, processes, 

activities, resources

• Revenues, costs, investments, indexes

• Characteristics, product attributes

• Industrial sector structure, integration 

levels, distribution channels

• Technology 

• Assumptions and forecasts

Market attractivity
(FAM/MAF)

Critical Success
Factors 

SWOT Analysis

Value Chain
(company and sector)

Product
Life Cycle

BCG’s Matrix
(priority, portfolio)

GE/McKinsey’s Matrix
(priority, portfolio)

External Analysis: Sources, Information and Tools

SOURCES INFORMATION TOOLS

Market Analysis (cont.)
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Internal Analysis:
• Identify the most significant resources and skills for the company

• Optimize the use of available resources (and potential profits)

• Define any organizational gap

• The value chain disaggregates the company into its strategical relevant activities in order to understand the 

evolution of costs, the existing sources of revenue and the potential for differentiation:

Intangible

Tangible
Human

Resources

Company Infrastructure

Human Resources Management

Technology Development

Procurements

Internal
Logistics

Operations External
Logistics

Marketing
& Sales

Services

Primary Activities

Secondary
Activities

Market Analysis (cont.)
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• Financial:
✓Borrowing capacity, internal 

generation of funds
✓ indicators: ratio of liabilities 

to capital stock, percentage 
of net cash for investments, 
credit strength

• Physical:
✓Size, location, technical level, 

plant flexibility, raw material 
reserves

✓ indicators: sales value of 
fixed assets, average age 
and scalability of installations

Tangible Resources Intangible Resources Human Resources

• Technology:
✓Technology entity, patents, 

licenses, copyright, know-
how, research centres

✓ indicators: number and 
relevance of patents, 
revenue from the sale of 
licenses, personnel employed 
in R&D compared to the 
total, investment in R&D

• Reputation:
✓Brands, customer 

relationships, quality of 
products and services, 
reliability, relationship with 
suppliers, central and local 
government

✓ indicators: brands 
recognition, premium price

• Human:
✓Training, experience, 

availability, adaptability, 
commitment, loyalty

✓ indicators: investment in 
training, technical skills, 
training profile, pay levels, 
work conflicts, staff turnover

Operating Plan
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• The Operating Plan (or «Action Plan») is the way in which a company intend to produce its products and services: to 

gives substance and credibility to strategic intentions.

• It includes:

✓ The set of actions that allow the realization of the strategic intentions, with the specification of the impact in 

economic-financial terms and the estimated timing for the implementation;

✓ The description of the investments that will be made, highlighting the amount, the type, the periods of 

reference and the capital items on which they will impact;

✓ The organizational impact of the individual actions in terms of Business Model, management structure, 

corporate staff, geographical areas to be covered, distribution channels and commercial structure;

✓ Any intervention on the portfolio product/services/brand offered to customers;

✓ The system of responsibility that is the indication of the managers responsible for the planned actions;

✓ The conditions/constraints that may influence the feasibility of the actions.

Operating Plan (cont.)
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Action

Plan

Key Processes

Identification

Supply chain (make or buy decision)

Coherence between market and otuput

Managerial process

Process mapping

Tangible assets (plant, machinery, computer, …)

Input (raw materials, services, components, …)

Key suppliers, partners

Intangible Assets (patents, brands, database, …)

Key Resources (skills, expertise)

Systems 

Structure

Resources

Organization

Operating Plan (cont.)
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• The Competitive Advantage is the result of the strategy that leads the company to occupy and maintain a 

favourable position in the market in which it operates, which results in a higher profitability than its competitors.

• The Critical Success Factors (Product, Market e Organization), are the variable on which the entrepreneur can act 

with his decisions and which may affect the competitive position in the sector.

STRATEGY
Competitive 
Advantage

Organizational Skills

Critical Succes Factors
of the Sector

PRODUCT
SYSTEM

MARKET
ANALYSIS

ORGANIZATIONAL 
STRUCTURE

Operating Plan (cont.)
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• It’s the final synthesis of the planning process and consists of a «flexible» economic-financial model which 

includes the following elements:

1 Income Statement

2 Balance Sheet

3 Cash Flow

Introduction

• Also, an Index Table including ratios is often attached, covenants that are usually tailored on the 

Business Plan specific needs. 
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1. Identifying significant scenario variables impacting on value drivers (demand, market share, external factors 

impacting on costs/revenues, etc)

2. Choice of the reference horizon plan

3. Definition of revenues drivers

4. Implementing operating cost structure

5. Definition of operating costs-revenues correlation

6. Definition of internal/external human resources

7. Investment plan implementation (financial and economic impact)

8. Evaluating the financial impact of operating area (net working capital)

9. Identifying the financial structure based on generated cash flows

10.Identification and quantification of “non-ordinary” events

11.Assessing tax burden

Operative Steps
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The Economic-Financial Plan

Technical hypothesis

Market development 
hypothesis

BASIC 
HYPOTHESIS

Economic hypothesis

Financial hypothesis Cash Flow

Detail tables
(CCN, Capex, Opex)

Income Statement

Balance Sheet

MODEL’S 
DEVELOPMENT

Sensitivity Analysis

MODEL’S 
USE

Economic sustainability

Financial sustainability
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The Economic Plan

- Economic Plan

- Investment Plan

- Loan timeline

- Working Capital 
Assumptions

FINANCIAL PLANNING 

PROCESS

BUSINESS PLANINPUT DATA

• Economic plan until operating margin

• Asset depreciation plan

• Investment and release plan

• M/L term loan amortization plan

• Working capital assumptions

• New M/L term loan amortization plan

• Dividend distribution hypothesis

• Way out hypothesis

• Detail information

Input depending 

on the BP aim

MINIMUM 
SET OF 
INPUT

VARIABLE 
INPUT
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The Economic Plan (cont.)

• The choice regarding the Economic Plan structure should be 

consistent with the Business Plan aim and it may vary in relation to:

✓ Time frame

✓ Timeline choice (monthly, quarterly, annual)

✓ Intermediate margins configuration

✓ Segmentation by product/market/sector

✓ Degree of detail/grouping

• It should consistently include all the hypothesis made within the 

Marketing Plan and reported in the Business Plan section related to 

«hypothesis».

• In quantifying production costs, particular attention should be paid 

to identifying and separating:

✓ Fixed Costs

✓ Variable Costs

• This examination shall also be relevant to the operative risk 

assessment associated with the project.

Economic Plan

Hypothesis

ECONOMIC PLAN IS THE INPUT 
OF THE FINANCIAL PLANNING 

PROCESS
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Reclassified Income Statement

OPERATING COSTS

FINANCIAL AREA

FISCAL AREA

REVENUES

D&A

EBITDA

EBIT

EBT

EXTRAORDINARY AREA

NET PROFIT

Operating Area: it includes all the characteristic

costs and revenues that allow the company to

operate normally. The difference between

characteristics revenues and costs is called

operating income.

Financial Area: it includes the financial expenses for 

loans obtained and financial income related to the 

commitment of excess liquidity.

Extraordinary Area: it includes all the costs and 

revenues that are not part of the operating area 

(unusual events or those relating to previous years).

Fiscal Area: it includes the direct taxes (IRAP, IRES) 

defined proportionally to the economic result of the 

company.
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• Number of customers, 

transactions or units 

• Price per customer, 

transaction or unit

• Average revenue per 

customer or transaction

• Distribution channel 

discount

• Market penetration

• Response rate

• Churn rate 

• Growth rate

• New services or product

REVENUES
Estimated taking into consideration the quantities that market demand can absorb

in relation to a specific sale price (based on a market analysis).

(*) The production capacity of the holding must be taken into account when calculating the amount absorbed by the market

Market Analysis After a market analysis the 

market price is identified

Basing on the market price, 

achievable volumes that 

can be absorbed by the 

market are identified (*)

Reclassified Income Statement (cont.)
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• Personnel costs (labor and/or salary)

• Materials costs

• Yields

• Website operating costs

• Systems costs

• Warehouse and shipping expenses

• Returns

• Outsourcing expenses

• Lease and/or rental expenses

• Cost reductions

• Depreciation large capital expenditures 

They can be classified by nature (direct and indirect costs) or by behavoiur with

respect to the change in production volume (fixed and variable costs)
COSTS

Reclassified Income Statement (cont.)
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CLASSIFICATION

They are related to productive factors that 
contribute exclusively to the obtaining of a given 
object. The allocation is univocal.

They are related to factors of production that 
contribute to the obtaining of more objects of 
calculation. The allocation takes place according 
to a certain criterion.

Not varying with the volume/quantity of 
production.

Varying in proportion to the volume/quantity of 
production. A zero volume corresponds to zero 
costs.

Forecast based on percentage of 
revenue/stable or expected 
inflation

Expected to be stable or based on 
expected inflation

Forecast based on percentage of 
revenues

Expected to be stable or based on 
expected inflation

FORECAST

DIRECT

INDIRECT

FIXED

VARIABLE

Reclassified Income Statement (cont.)
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• Personnel expenses

• Recruiting expenses

• Office rent and 

utilitiesting

General & 
Administration

• Customer acquisition cost
• Personnel expenses
• Sales commissions
• Exhibitions
• Brand building
• Tech support
• Customer service

Sales & Marketing

Reclassified Income Statement (cont.)

• Personnel expenses

• Beta testing

• Time to market

• Patent ting

Research and 
Development
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Depreciation may be:

TANGIBLE ASSETS → multi-year tangible utility depreciated by direct method

INTANGIBLE ASSETS → multi-year intangible utility depreciated by indirect

method

GENERAL RULES:

• Asset should be depreciated based on useful economic life

• Depreciation starts when the asset is used

• Consistency between existing fixed asset depreciation policies and capex

D&A

Reclassified Income Statement (cont.)

INDIRECT: it converges the share into the depreciation fund every year

DIRECT: estimated by management basing on fixed asset register during
Business Plan construction

DEPRECIATION RATES
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It includes the financial expenses on loans and revolving lines and the

financial income related to the commitment of excess liquidity

Fiscal impact should be assessed in relation to Business Plan

hypothesis. In particular, in Italy you should assess fiscal impact in

relation to IRES and IRAP

FINANCIAL AREA

FISCAL AREA

Reclassified Income Statement (cont.)

𝑖 𝑝 ∗
𝐼𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 + 𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝐷𝑒𝑏𝑡

2

𝑖 𝑎 ∗
𝐼𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 + 𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝐶𝑎𝑠ℎ

2

Financial Expenses

Financial Income

i(p) = passive interest rate

i (a) = active interest rate
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The Financial Plan requires a range of detailed information that depends on different factors including the 

type of business, the consolidation needs, and, of course, the degree of details sought in developing the Plan.

Financial Plan

01

02

03

04

05

06

07

08

09

10

Days outstanding for revenues/expenses

Inventory rotation (for industrial company)

VAT rates applied to the various categories of goods/services purchased/sold

Amortization Plan

Tax information

Tax rates (for foreign companies)

Settlement procedures and reimbursement times for direct and indirect taxes

Methods and timing for the payment of capital grants, operating grants, etc.

Plan for the purchase of intercompany investments (for consolidation purposes)

Possible retirement plan for staff in the event of downsizing (for severance pay)
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Reclassified Balance Sheet

FIXED ASSETS

NET WORKING 
CAPITAL

M/L TERM 
ASSETS/LIABILITIES

NET FINANCIAL 
POSITION

(NFP)

SHAREHOLDER’S 
EQUITY

Net Invested Capital Sources

1

2

3

4

5

1) FIXED ASSETS

✓ Intangible Assets

✓ Tangible Assets

✓ Financial Assets

2) NET WORKING CAPITAL

✓ Trade receivables

✓ (Trade payables)

✓ Inventories

✓ Advances to customers

✓ Tax receivables/payables

✓ Other assets / (liabilities)

3) M/L TERM ASSETS/LIABILITIES

✓ (Provision for risks and charges), (Severance Pay)

✓ Assets / (liabilities) for sale

4) SHAREHOLDER’S EQUITY

✓ Equity Capital

✓ Debt Capital

5) NET FINANCIAL POSITION

✓ Cash and cash equivalent

✓ Financial debt
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Reclassified Balance Sheet (cont.)

• It’s determined based on a 

% of completion (input) on 

the total investment cost

• Cost for a single period

Should be connected with

financing sources in order to 

determine capital needs to 

finance investments

Interests related to specific 

investments can be capitalized

How it’s calculated? How it’s financed? What to capitalize on?

CAPEX

FIXED ASSET
• Existing Assets

• Future investments (CAPEX)
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Reclassified Balance Sheet (cont.)

NET WORKING 
CAPITAL

• It expresses a need (if positive) or availability of resources 

(if negative) related to the continuous cycle of purchase-

production-sale operations

+ Trade receivables

+ VAT receivables

+ Tax receivables

+ Inventory

+ Other short-term assets

CURRENT ASSETS CURRENT LIABILITIES

- Trade payables

- VAT payables

- Tax payables

- Other short-term liabilities
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Reclassified Balance Sheet (cont.)

𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒𝑠 =
𝑆𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠 ∗ (1 + 𝑉𝐴)

365
∗ 𝐷𝑆𝑂

INVENTORY

𝐷𝑎𝑦𝑠 𝑆𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝐷𝑆𝑂 =
𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 𝑐𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑠

𝑆𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠
∗ 365

𝐼𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑦 =
𝑃𝑢𝑟𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠

365
∗ 𝐷𝐼𝑂

𝐷𝑎𝑦𝑠 𝐼𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑠 𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝐷𝐼𝑂 =
𝐼𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑦

𝑃𝑢𝑟𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠
∗ 365

TRADE PAYABLES

TRADE RECEIVABLES

𝑃𝑎𝑦𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒𝑠 =
𝑃𝑢𝑟𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠 ∗ (1 + 𝑉𝐴𝑇)

365
∗ 𝐷𝑃𝑂

𝐷𝑎𝑦𝑠 𝑃𝑎𝑦𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝐷𝑃𝑂 =
𝑃𝑎𝑦𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑡𝑜 𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑒𝑟𝑠

𝑃𝑢𝑟𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠
∗ 365
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Reclassified Balance Sheet (cont.)

M/L TERM 
ASSETS/LIABILITIES

1. Provision for risks and charges

2. Severance Indemnity

3. Assets/liabilities for sale

1. Provision for risks and charges

It represents liabilities of a determined nature, certain or probable, with an undetermined date of 

occurrence or amount.

2. Severance Indemnity

It consists of the sum of past years’ provisions and the present year’s portion, since the provision 

for severance pay represents a kind of debt to employees.
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Reclassified Balance Sheet (cont.)

EQUITY

Balance SheetIncome Statement

• Capital

• Reserves

• Net result for the period

• Net result carried forward

• Result net of taxes coming from Reclassified Income Statement is included among Equity 

items.

• Dividends depend on:

✓ Retained earnings, if any;
✓ Provision to legal reserve, if any;
✓ Corporate decisions (dividend pay-out);
✓ Available cash.

EBT

Taxes

Net result

Capital
Reserves

Net result
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Reclassified Balance Sheet (cont.)

NET FINANCIAL 
POSITION

FINANCIAL DEBT

FINANCIAL RECEIVABLES

CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENT

POSITIVE: the financial debt

exceeds the total liquid assets

NEGATIVE: the total liquid

assets exceed the financial

debt

• They follow their original 

Amortization Plan

OUTSTANDING LOANS NEW FUNDING

• The Amortization Plan must consider:

✓Initial capital;

✓Rate applied;

✓Repayment method;

✓Duration;

✓“grace period”;

✓Constraints (DSRA, DSCR, ICR,…)

Type of 

financing

When preparing the Amortization Plan, the difference between share capital and share interests must be considered, as 
well as the type of financing to which it refers.
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Cash Waterfall

• Repayment priority is often represented by «Cash Waterfall»

• Each payment level must be fully reimbursed before moving to reimbursements with a lower 

priority level.

• Example:

1. Senior debt

2. Secondary debt

3. Preferred shares

4. Common shares 

ATTENTION

Each project has its own contractual terms
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EQUITY

ASSETS
LIABILITIES

Cash needs

Balance Sheet Balancing

After determining net profit of 

the year, activities and liabilities 

in the balance sheet do not 

balance. 

You should include among 

activities (or liabilities) an equal 

amount of cash.
ASSETS

EQUITY

LIABILITIES

Cash Surplus
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Recursive Effect (Excel)

• Once the level of short-term financial requirements (cash surplus) has been determined, the next step is to determine

the financial expenses (income) generated by the need to finance (employ) the balance the Balance Sheet.

• For this purpose, the calculation of financial expenses/income can be done using the following formula:

𝑖 𝑝 ∗
𝐼𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 + 𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑆ℎ𝑜𝑟𝑡 𝑇𝑒𝑟𝑚 𝐷𝑒𝑏𝑡

2Financial Expenses

𝑖 𝑎 ∗
𝐼𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 + 𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝐶𝑎𝑠ℎ

2
Financial Income 

i(p) = income interest rate

i (a) = due interest rate
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Circular Effect

The recognition in the Income Statement of financial income/expenses calculated on the 

basis of Balance Sheet checking, changes the net income of the year.

A return effect is generated on the Balance Sheet:

✓ As net income changes, shareholders’ equity changes

✓ As gross income changes, tax credits/debts change

In addition, in cases where a fixed payout percentage has been pre-set, the change in net 

income also produces a change in the dividends to be distributed.
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Circular Effect (cont.)

• This return effect on equity leads to a new situation of equity to be balanced which, however, compared to the previous 

one, has two important characteristics:

✓ Has the same sign

✓ The amount is considerably lower

• The iterative process triggered by the calculation of financial expense/income based on the Balance Sheet balancing is 

therefore a convergent process.

There is a single balance sheet solution that satisfies all the assumptions of the plan
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Circular Effect (cont.)

How to avoid the recursive effect:

• Calculating the interest on the debt/liquidity at the beginning of the period (recommended in case of a very detailed plan

e.g. at least half-yearly basis)

• Using a macro known as “cut and paste”

✓ It simply copies the result of a formula and pastes the values into the calculation cells.

1 2Copy Values

3

1

3
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Cash Flow

Volume is vanity 
Profit is sanity but… 

Cash is reality! 

$
• Dividends 

• Financial expenses

• Taxes 

• Increase in share capital

• Disinvestments, new loans, 

financial income

Investments (CAPEX)

EBITDA

• Warehouse 

• Customers

• Suppliers 
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Financial Plan/Model

+ Revenues

- Operating costs

- Consumption

- Salaries 

- Depreciation 

- Provision 

= OPERATING MARGIN

- M/L financial expenses

+ Financial income

- Short-term financial expenses

= EARNINGS BEFORE TAXES (EBT)

- Taxes (IRES, IRAP)

= NET INCOME

ECONOMIC PLAN FINANCIAL PLAN

Trade receivables 

Trade payables

Inventories 

Payables to social security institutions

INPS and IRES payables

VAT receivables/payables

Fixed Assets

Taxes receivables/payables

Shareholders’ Equity

Cash Needs

Cash Surplus
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Cash Flow is used to understand the 

contribution that each management area 

(Operating, Financial and Equity) has 

provided to the production (absorption) of 

the company’s liquidity.

Cash Flow Model
CASH FLOW 2018 2019

Cash/(Debt) BoP 82.000 30.000

EBITDA 268.000 109.000

Depreciation (160.000) (80.000)

Provision/uses - -

EBIT 108.000 29.000

Taxes (17.000) -

Depreciation/Provision 160.000 80.000

Δ NWC (116.000) 8.000

Changes in Inventory - -

Trade receivables - 45.000

Payables to suppliers (80.000) (39.000)

Other receivables/payables (36.000) 2.000

Δ Funds 35.000 -

Δ CAPEX - (20.000)

Intangible investments - (13.000)

Tangible investments - (7.000)

Financial investments - -

Operating cash flow 170.000 97.000

Financial income and expenses (15.000) (10.000)

Extraordinary management - -

Δ Shareholders' Equity - (10.000)

Δ Financial debts (207.000) (86.000)

Cash flow (52.000) (9.000)

Cash/(Debt) EoP 30.000 21.000
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Business Plan Structure

Executive Summary Company Profile Strategic Analysis

> Summary section where 

all the most relevant 

information are 

schematically recalled

> Business Analysis

> Description of historical 

results (economic and 

financial)

> Description of the 

organizational structure

> Description of the 

competitive environment 

and analysis of the 

market and the 

reference sector

> Analysis of the reference 

scenario

> Analysis of the political-

legislative-regulatory 

context

> Analysis of entry barriers 

and expected 

development

> Competitors’ analysis 

> Description of the 

methodology adopted to 

produce forecasts

> Description of the 

economic, equity and 

financial assumptions 

made

1 2 3 4

Economic and 
financial forecast



Publish and Present your Business Plan
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Publish your Business Plan

Binding?

Length?

Appendices?Color?

Tell a story!

Paper?

Valuation
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Writing Good

Publish your Business Plan (cont.)

1

2
3

4

5

6

7

8

Be succinct

Revise, 
revise, 
then 

revise

Remember 
your 

purpose

Let your 
passion 
show

Tell a story!Brevity is the soul of wit.
Shakespeare

Be logical

Do your ideas work 
together?

Are there logical 
inconsistencies?

Are your thoughts 
well organized?

Be Assertive

Write with 
confidence

Avoid the use of 
qualifiers (hopeful)

Support your 
assertions Be Professional

Grammar and spell 
check

Use an attractive 
layout

Organize layout for 
easy comprehension
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Tell ‘em what you’re going to say, Say it, 

Tell ‘em what you said

Present your Business Plan 

Pictures?

Length?

Hands-offs?

Tell a story!
Organization?

Q&A?

Exhibits/props
/demonstrations/examples?
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Key things

✓ Your passion for your business

✓ Your expertise about the business and the 

plan

✓ How professional you are in your work

✓ How easy it would be to work with you

Plan presentations usually 

last 10-15 minutes

Present your Business Plan (cont.)

15 or more minutes for 

questions

SELL your idea and yourself!
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Advice from Ray Smilor

Know what you want to accomplish

Own your space
✓ Arrive early, make sure everything works
✓ Arrange the “stage” the way you want it

Stress one central theme
✓ Build a structure around it
✓ Return to it often

Be prepared for mishaps
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Business Plan Structure (cont.)

Financials Spreadsheet 
Example
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Main References

Class Materials:

A. Slides of lessons 12


